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20. Indicative spatial picture: a Dutch
•

perspectIve

The object of this study
A sound long-term spatial picture of the future for the Netherlands usually requires the
efforts of hundred of people for many years. In the etherlands this task ha been
legally assigned to the Rijksplanologische Dienst l

( ational Service for Town and
Country Planning), which, under the terms of thi as ignment, published its latest na
tIOnal plans for 2015 in 1988 and 1992 under the names VINO and VlNEX, respectively.
However, such a pOlitical picture of the future cannot take shape before various ectors
of environmental policy have stated their preconditions. In such a case the picture will
be an applied one right from the start rather than being fundamental.

Nederland Nu Als Ontwerp ( AO) (Design of the etherlands owl was a private
enterprise2 aiming at de igning pIctures of the Netherlands. These had to be extreme and
had to explore the limit of what is possible in order to promote the future-oriented im
aginative powers of citizens, administrators, researchers and designers, but without the
obligation to reach compromises. To be able to be objective about short-term intere lS
and problems, as well as for other reasons, the horizon of the plan with respect to the
legal national plan was shifted to 2050. This study, too, took many years and over one
hundred people were involved. In principle the scenarios -the Cntical Scenario (social
ist), the Caring Scenario (Christian-democratic), the Dynamic Scenario (liberal) and
the Relaxed Scenario (optimistic) - were those laid down in the Beleidgerichte Toe
komsrverkenning van de WRR (1983) (Policy-oriented investIgatIOn into the Future by
the Scientific Council for Government Policies) extended to 2050 by the GeographIC In
slllute of the Amsterdam niversity and developed into demographically and economi
cally founded spatial programmes for each political opinion (van Engelsdorp Gastelaars
et aI., 1987), together with their own scenario (de long, 1985; Koppert and van Dijk,
1986). This resulted in four draft designs. Only then were complementary scenarios
made by various sector and interest groups such as agriculture, conservatIOn, mland
waterways, drinking-water, energy, traffic and the environment, resulting in theIr re
spective pace claims as corrections of the first design 3

In 1990 the Committee for Long-Term Environmental Policy (CLTM) published
ideas for the 21st century (inter alia in the field of agriculture, conservation, atmos
phere, energy, economy and traffic) from the point of view of the environment. In addi-

,Taeke M. de Jong and Dirk Frieling

20.1 Introduction

o single human understands
two things about the Netherlands.
(Leo Vromall)



tion to pointing out potentially positive trends, in its new publication CLTM also wanted
to consider the inOuences of other sectors and to make a first attempt to evoke a spa
tially integrated image of these inOuences on ociety in 2050.

In this chapter such an image is given; it is restricted to and looked at from the situ
ation in the Netherlands. In this context in particular, the idea of "region" relates to one
of a smaller size than elsewhere. As an intemational background to the national options
described, the scenarios of the Dutch Central Planning Bureau can be used, although
they only go as far as the year 2015 (CPB, 1992a). However, should these scenario be
worked out on a national level (CPB, 1992b), the difference in the horizon of time will
become insurmountable. In the pictures presented in this tudy much larger differences
in the population resulting from ageing (especially after 2010) and from immigration
due to environmental night (especially after 2020) will be taken into account. As a result
the scenarios have become incomparable with the spatial picture developed here.

This indicative spatial picture is not only developed by prediction and programming,
but also by means of designs. Its scientific pretensions do not exceed those of an "edu
cated guess". In order not to use utopian images only, it will be necessary to bear in
mind what is probable. desirable and in the long term possible and feasible from the
point of view of the various Dutch sectors, in addition to what is desirable for environ
mental groups. The various ways of looking to the future are described in the following
sectIOn with respect to each other; they are, so to speak, "different future ".

Exploration of the possibilities by means of research through designs
A society that is sustainable in the long term has various potential spatial solutions of
which only one is explored in this section (de long, 1992). It is an improbable future and
therefore it cannot be predicted, but has to be designed. For the probable future is so
gloomy from an ccological point of view that we can only take courage from improb
able, but indced possible and in any case more desirable developments. Designs of dif
ferent and sometimes extreme, Improbable, but all the same, possible solutions may help
to explore the extent of the possible in a conditional, restricting series that is mainly
based on the available means.

Consequently, the space programme of the solution developed here has not been
dcrived from a prediction of the most probable or from a proclamation of the most desir-
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able, sustainable social development, but from the limits of what is possible in the field
of sustainable technical, economic and cultural developments. Within all these possi
bilities we have confined ourselves to one that, within the framework of thIS project and
its monographs, seemed to be most appropriate. Within these limitations we found, how
ever (as befits a good house that does not enforce one behaviour but permits various
form of behaviour), that the possible variants of social developments are InIJmtely
great, favourable or otherwise with regard to nature and environment. The spatial solu
tion selected pro"des good conditIOns for numerous imaginable su talnable o:ial alter
natives and restricts the possibilities of other solutions. However, it leaves the ultImate
choice of the way in which people want to live in thi house to the people themselve .

This does not mean that all visions developed as part of the tudies initiated by
CLTM must have direct spatial consequences.s In the prevIous CLTM publication
(l990), it is e pecially the tudies by Vermeersch, ReiJnders, Mansholt and van Witsen
which proved to be of importance for the spatial picture described here. On the other
hand it also means that the spatial picture developed i not always of consequence for
the developments indIcated In the e visions.

Of all po sible futures the utmost and hardest precondItion IS formed by what is eco
logically possible (the really avaliable space, the total amount of sunlight avaliable
together with time, water, minerals, the maximum number of inhabitants, the tempera
ture to be expected and the ecological space actually available). Of all possibilities that
are conceivable physically within this condition only a limIted number IS technically
feasible (for instance, with the optimal rate of efficient use of space, sunlight, and bio
logical resources). Of all po siblilties that are conceivable technically within this condi
tion again only a number is ecollomically feasible Here, too, there is a world of
posslbliitie that are conceIvable culturally, socially and from an organizatIOnal POint of
view, although excluding cenain technically economic developments. Of the remaining
possibilities within what is culturally possible, only a number can be influenced man
agerially.

Designs that are not probable but cenainly possible can be made on each of these
cOlldl/iollnllnels. On the Inner level, where most of the conditions apply, the de ign IS

I CONDITIONAL TI-llNKING

IPolitical I
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Economic

Techrucal

Ecological POSSIBILITIES

CAUSAL THINKING
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~ Effects
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Cultural

Economic
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EcologIcal
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,

Fig. 2. Causes and their effects withill the limits of what is possible.
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the most restricted and consequently it is concrete. Still, it is here that the designer ex
periences Deelder's (1991) truth: "Within the limits the possibilities are just as unlimited
as they are beyond the limits." Within these limits and on the basis of a design, effects
can be analysed on various cau al grounds.

In the reversed course that i determined more socially, it is decisive for the implicitly
presumed fea ibility of the spatial picture to what extent:

an imperious or, on the contrary, a cooperative administration could initiate so
cial developments in the direction proposed;
social entities generally, such as administrative bodies, cultural institutes or com
panies could reach an adequate consensus about what is probable, desirable,
possible and feasible for a narrow escape from the ecological crisis;
these concepts, standards, values and expectations will actually lead to consumer
and investor behaviour enabling us to bear the cost of the spatial picture, to de
velop and to accept it and to have it implemented in daily life;
the technical concepts presupposed in the spatial picture will be realized in time;
the picture will really lead to a ustainable future.

The two courses may be summarized in the formulation of an adaptation of society to its
territory ("adaptation") and, conver ely, the adaptation of the territory to society ("ac
commodation"). The interaction between adaptation and accommodation re ults in a dy
namic equilibrium, which becomes "sustainable" if this interaction leads to conditions
enabling permanent habitation of these territories.

Ecosystem, technology, economy, culture, politics and administration are first in
volved in the research through design in a conditional order (not a causal one) in order
to arrive at a statement of affairs of the programme. In reverse order we should then
have to take the practical route in order to test the feasibility and effectiveness of the
picture of the future. According to the usual planning cycle a new round of program
ming tock-taking, conceptualization and prognostication of effects should now follow.
However, such research is outside the scope of this study.

20,2 Use of space in 2050

How much urban area, surface for industry and traffic, farmland, wildlife area and water
is needed for a sustainable development of the Netherlands? This question can only be
answered without any arbitrary choices if objectives that can be related to space are
taken as starting points. Maximum self-supporting (both althe point of input and of out
put) in the field of the cyeles of energy, water and other substances can easily be trans
lated into terms of space. This is one of the reasons why this starting point is so
successful in ecological building (Duijvestein, 1992), town ecology (Tjallingii, 1992)
and ecological agriculture (Mollison, 1988).

However, this objective is at odds with the desirability of economic speciali;;atioll
(for instance at a national level: open frontiers versu isolationism), the more so as it is
projected on a lower level of scale. After all, complete self-supporting per household
would imply the negation of all economic life based on specialization. Self-supporting at
a global level, however, doe not impede the po sibility of economic specialization at all
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lower levels of scale. At a global level self-supporting is eqUivalent to "sustainable de
velopment". For self-supporting should not only be Interpreted in terms of spacc but
also In terms of time (prevention of shIfting to other places as well as to later penods).
In such cases not every place, but every period should be able to be self- upporting.

The principle of local self-supporting may sometimes give rise to interesting techno
logical challenges and solutions. A good example is self-supporting in the field of local
management of water (rejecting water that is foreIgn to the region and draining punfied
water only) (Tjallingii and Dubbellng, 19 9). However, if this prinCiple of self-suppor
ting is generally bound to a local level of scale, Il wlil lead to meaningless notion such
as, for example, the proposal for a project with the aim at developing an urban renewal
area that is "C02-neutral". Each cycle has a scale of its own. In order to determine this
scale chains may be distinguished In great detali as to place, nature6 and phase of treat
ment7 However, we confine ourselves to the patlal and most relevant cycles on the
scale of the etherlands a a whole (water, food, energy and raw materials).

On this scale self-supporting is the zero value of international specialization. The ulti
mate ecologIcal posslbilitle of self-supporting and specialization are globally explored
below. Furthcrmore, in thIS section attention IS paid to the biological potential of the

etherlands. Against this background the techmcal possibilitIes of housing 10,20 or 30
million inhabitant are investigated: they are further split into three variants: economic
(shortage and surplus), cultural (tradition- or chance-onented culture) and politIco-gov
ernmental (direcung or managing on a natIOnal level). In this way a senes of Increasing
ly specific programmes wlil arise (Table I).

Table I. Survey of variallts ill the use of the lalld.

20 mln Inhabllants

+

SpeCialization
30 mln inhabItants

+

Ecological
Techmcal
Economic

Cultural
Governmental

Self-supporting
10 lOin inhabitants

• +
< > < >

Managing I directing
< > •

<
•> < > < >

- = shortage; + = surplus; < = tradition-oriented; > = chance-oriented.
: further details in drawing

Some ecological conditions for the space programme

International
In the past 40 years the world population has doubled from about 3 to 6 billion, whereas
the surface of arable land has diminished by about one tenth, from about 17 to 15 mil
lion km2. Consequently, the corn acreage per capita has been halved from about 0.2 to

0.1 hectare, but the yield per hectare per year has grown from about 1000 kg to 2500 kg
(green revolution) (World Watch Institute, 1990). However, the green revolution stag
nated in the late 1980's and is one of the causes for new eroSIOn. Nevertheless Brundt
land and associates (1987) assume continued growth to 5000 kglha and a constant area
of farmland.s This is desirable and possible, but not probable.

According to Mansholt (1990) I1 billion people can be fed at an average food con
umption of 300 W/person 9 At the moment this consumption varies from 150 in poor
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countries (5 billion people) to 750 in rich countries (1.2 billion); the difference is mainly
caused by the difference in meat consumption. In this view the population may double
only once morc at the most, but from then meat will have to be rationed. Extrapolation
indicate thatthi limit will be reached around 2030. In the meantime death rates should
exceed birth rates. The moral implication of such a statement is out of all proportion.

Almo tthree times the surface of the Netherlands in farmland omewhere else in the
world i now needed to supply our livestock with high-protein fodder. 10 This surface
will soon be used more directly to feed the people living there. Looked at in this light
our manure problem i a problem of luxury and, except for nitrogen poisoning of deeper
groundwater and wood lost through acidification, it is of a temporary nature. Even
without our manure problem a shift will have to be made from livestock farming to agri
culture. This may happen within the Netherlands or within Europe. In the laller ca e the
Netherlands may keep its meat production, if necessary even for the purpo e of the ni
trogen supply for agriculture.

An effect on global agriculture that is difficult to assess and that is consequently often
neglected. is the greenhouse effect. The Sahara will cross the Mediterranean. IIASA has
localized the dehydration to be expected in southern Europe (Brouwer, 1988). The flow
of foreign labour from the Mediterranean area is a forerunner of an even greater envi
ronmental flight in a northern direction in the next century. I I Reijnders and Kroeze
(1990) reckon wilh an increase in temperature of about 2 degrees centigrade at the lati
tude of the Netherlands. This will cause much more rain in winter and le s in summer.
The driest summer now occurring once every ten years may then become normative.

In principle a rise in temperature will be favourable for the agriculture at Scandina
vian latitudes (including Russia!) as well as in this country, provided the river water col
lected in winter (meanwhile probably clean) is kept for the summer. According to
estimates by Aa this will require flooding about 5% of land of the dry, high grounds
in the etherlands l2 or a national freshwater supply system from lake IJsselmeer and the
freshwater ba ins of very large capaCIty in the province of Zeeland l3 as well as a diver
ion of water from the river Rhine to the e basins via the rivers IJssel and Meuse.

Natiollal
Thc surface of the Netherlands takes up approximately 41,600 km2

, of which 7600 is in
land water and sea and 34,000 km2 is lancl. On land we have at our disposal per person
about 1600 m2 of agrarian area, 350 m2 of wildlife area, forests and recreation, 120 m2

of industrial and traffic area and 170 m2 of urban area. Within this urban area the
residential area. including basic facilities, varies from about 100 m2 in the We t to
300 m2 in the orth-East.

Figure 3a show the map of the Netherlands stylized per category of land use in units
of 100 km2

, roughly localized as to their centre of gravity. The space programme con
tent is shown separately for thc higher and lower part of the Netherlands and on the
same scale. For this distinction the altitude of I m + NAP has been used. Figure 3b
shows the development of these categorie since 1900. In Fig. 3b the dOlled line shows a
scenario for the development of farmland in the case of an increase in productivity of
I% and a reduction of sales of I% per year (Mentink, 1986). Such a considerable reduc
tion of agrarian surface has been used in the NNAO scenarios for 2050 for conservation
especially. We consider increase in productivity as an autonomous proces in the sense
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of the WfK-complex (Venneersch, 1990), but in the light of the development of the
world population as outlined above a sustainable reduction of sales is not probable or

desirable.
A rise in sea level of up to a few metre can be olved by means of civil engineering;

it offsets economically the "value of Ihe Ralldstacf',I4 but will have greal nalurallechni
cal consequences. According to Reijnders and Kroeze (1990) Ihe lower part of the

etherlands will have 10 face an increasing degree of brackishness caused by this rise in
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sea level, so that competition with urbanization, recreation or conservation will be main
tained with more difficulty than elsewhere. IS If production on farmland has to be
stopped and this is done on a large scale, it will take place especially there, if only for
these reasons.

Biological potential
Despite the enormous decline in the number of species of plants since the beginning of
this century, the Netherlands till has approximately 1500. This number might well be
larger than that which the Netherlands had after the considerable population growth in
the 11th century. Part of this relatively recent biodiversity, particularly with regard to
special species, is a result of the differentiation by man of the places where they grow
(biotopes). Centuries of very regular, traditional agrarian management have resulted in
concentrated fertilization (eutrophication) in and around villages at the expense of the
fertility of the soil in surrounding areas. As a result of the stable "depletion" of these
surrounding areas that went on for centuries, the position of common fa t-growing
plants was taken over by slowly growing ones, particular species of plants that were es
pecially suitable for specific soil poor in minerals. [n such places there was a succes
sion, specific as to location, towards increasingly subtle ecosystems which, moreover,
were only used by man as soon as a biomass ready to be harvested became available.

In its turn this development towards special oligotrophic biotopes leads to a large var
iety of plants specialized for specific forms of lack of minerals and for specific forms of
dynamics of their environment. Plants such as these, especially those specimens having
a marginal existence, bring along their specific insect and, consequently, insect-eating
animals (reptiles, birds and finally mammals). These in their turn do not only prevent
plagues but also scatter seeds. A the type of this lack of minerals differs everywhere be
cause of the large variety in subsoil in the Netherlands, mutually very different biotopes
may also develop.

If these special, oligotrophic areas, rich in species, should be situated in the down
flow area of fertilized farmlands, the place of these organi ms, specific for soils poor in
minerals, will immediately be taken over by more common species, highly competitive,
not bound to specific locations and growing wherever there are enough nutrients (grass,
nettles). This was notably caused by the introduction of artificial fertilizers, as a result of
which oligotropilic areas could again be used for agricultural purposes. This process is
just as difficult to reverse as that of dissolving sugar in coffee. Fertilization is a matter of
seconds, but extracting mineral from the soil takes decades or requires continuous
mowing and depleting of the soil for centuries.

This form of conservation, fairly generally accepted in the Netherland , is probably
most succes ful at places where oligotrophic, acid, humus or dry areas drain into basic,
mineral or wet areas or areas that are rich in nutrients (gradient areas). In the reverse
case the chance of success is zero (disturbance areas). The gradient areas have been
listed by van Leeuwen (Rijksplanologische dienst, 1966) and later by Baaijens (1985)
(see Fig. 4a) for the Tweede Nota RLlimtelijke Ordening (Second Bill on Environmental
Planning). These pictures are too detailed for a national plan, however.

Besides these oligotrophic areas, which are indispensable for their staple food, birds
and mammals also need areas rich in nutrients. However, these areas are fragmented as a
consequence of the expansion of the area of land used for agriculture and the construc
tion of roads. In the Nationaal NatLlLlrbeleidsplan (National Conservation Policy Plan)
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(Fig. 4b) expansions are suggested that will connect existing conservation areas with
each other, the so-called "ecological infrastructure".

As an all-embracing objective for a sustainable future biodiversity may be aimed at
on three levels: diversity within each species, mutual diversity between the species, and
diversity between biotopes. This is based on saving and developing gradients, also in
small conservation areas, especially for the sake of flora; the development of larger en
tities and an ecological infrastructure, especially for the sake of fauna, will subsequently
offer a surplus value, but without the first condition it is like a "roof without a house".

Technically possible population figure between self-supporting and spe
cialization
If in a country complete self-supporting is possible in principle, it may still, of its own
free will, specialize. However, if self-supporting is not possible, it will be obliged to
specialize. The fact that in this study we establish self-supporting as a theoretical and
spatially clear zero value of specialization does not mean that we advocate self-suppor
ting.

In the Netherlands there is an average annual sunshine of about 100 W/m2
, ranging

from 0 (at night) to 1000 (in blazing sun). Physiologically man on average also con
sumes about 100 W, ranging from 80 (when at rest) to 600 (when working hard). This
does not mean, however, that we have room for one person per m2

. In view of agricultu
ral-energetic (factor of reduction 0.008),16 food-technical (0.5 17.), economic-cultural
(0.5 17b) and planning reductions (0.5 17c) on these 100 W/m 2

, the effective rest for the
supply of food in the Dutch gastronomic culture is only about 0.1 W/m2 In the case of
these presuppositions 1000 m2 of farmland will be needed for the supply of food per
person (100 W) (against 1600 now). If we assume the remaining available surface for
living, working, recreation and traffic to be 400 m2

, agrarian self-supporting will require
1400 m2 per person. If we assume the available surface in the Netherlands to be 35,400
km2

, including the water available within the functions mentioned, and leave aside the
potentially considerable biomass production in water, the proframme for agrarian self
supporting can accommodate about 25 million inhabitants. I Let us assume the safe
number of 20 million.

This argumentation holds good as long as solar energy can better be converted into
organic material biologically (theoretic yield about 2%, practical yield 0.8%) than tech
nically (theoretical yield photo-voltaic cells 35%). In the latter case or when clean and
cheap fusion energy could be obtained, "industrial food supply" could take over tasks
from agriculture, so that the maximum population may be estimated higher. Economic
and cultural factors will determine whether this is experienced as desirable and will con
sequently become probable.

The surface of the Netherlands including the Dutch Continental Shelf receives almost
as much energetic power as the amount that is consumed by the whole of mankind. Con
sequently, a production process for cheap solar cells may cause a revolution in energy
supply and spatial use. In that case the Netherlands will be in a position to supply itself
permanently with (solar) energy even at the present level of energy consumption. Sup
pose that we want to maintain 19 the present level of energy consumption and be com
pletely self-supporting by using such high-performance solar cells; then we would have
to earmark20 another 1000 m2 for the remaining energy supply, in addition to the
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1400 m2 we need per person. Under these assumption energetic selj-sLlpportlllg is
possible for about 15 million inhabItants. It might even be safer to assume a number of
inhabitant of 10 million.

We will now provisionally work out three spaual programmes: potential complete
(energetic) self-supporting, potential agrarian elf- upporting and compulsory speciali
Latinn, with 10,20 and 30 million inhabitants, respectively, on a surface of 35,400 km2.

In the first case at least 20,000 km2 will be rcserved for agrarian production and for the
production of energy, whereas in the other two ca e these 20,000 km2 will be exclu
ively reserved for agranan productIOn. In all the e cases we make a yrovisional as
umption that the surface reserved for indu tries remains21 1800 km , that another

1000 km2 of water will have to be provided on the higher grounds and that an average of
170 m2 per person of urban area will be needed. The remaining surface intended for
conservation, recreation and/or specialized agrarian export will be the margin in these
three cases (Table 2).

The new urban surface, completelv concentrated III the West,22 is considered in one of
the variants mentioned below. Subsequently, we have decefllralized on various levels on
the basis of cultural variations. In this sen e the programmes for a considerable and for
an extreme increase in population have been drawn in the styltzed figures 5a and 5b.

The e are only rough sketches of the extreme physical and technical possibilitie and
should not be looked upon as probable or desirable futures (although on that subject
some suppositions are taken as ultimate limits of undesirability and improbability). For
the restriction within these pos Ibilities for probable and desirable futures depends on
technical, economic, cultural and governmental condition for the space programmes to
be dIscussed in the followmg sections.

HIGHER

NEfH.

1m above

LOWER NETHERLANDS

Inland waler 0 Newi:i1~~
'.~ Nanm::/rorest/recreation

ARrarian area 0 100 km2
[noustry and IraFfic
Urban area

Fig. 50. 20 mill inhabitants.
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HIGHER

NETH.

1I§- I m above
~ sealevel

100 km2

rrrn:tE~--L.L.- "-i:j'.:l:t
Inland waler 0 New

.... Nature/forest/recreation
Agrarian area 0
!nCluslry and traffic
Urban area

Fig. 5b. 30 mill illhabitallts.

LOWER NETHERLANDS

Table 2. Three programmes for the use of lalld ill ullits of 100 km2

DeSllOallOn

Waler
alurclforesl1recreation

Agrarian/energy

Industry/lraffic
Urban area
Margin

1985

17
53

241
18
25
o

inhabitants
10 mln 20 mln 30 mln

27 27 27
53 53 53

200 200 200
18 18 18
17 34 51
39 22 5

Economic variation in the use of space between shortage and surplus
(-and+)
The possibility of self-supporting need not be utilized by economy. Within the world of
what is technically possible the laws of supply and demand detennine in a relalively au
tonomou way which possibilities will be exploited. Even if on a national level self-sup
portmg is a po sibl1ity, it might be that economically, and perhaps from the point of
view of durability, it is not desirable. Seen in the context of space, economic develop
ment is especially of importance insofar as an economic surplus is available that is used
for pubilc provisions such as a connecting and a separating infrastructure. The question
is therefore: What are the pos ibilities between economic shortage and surplus for 10,20
and 30 million inhabitants? The economic circumstances and mechanisms under which
this spatially relevant shortage or surplus is probable (for instance shrinkage or growth)
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will largely be left aside. The variants mentioned here apply to the level of scale of the
etherlands. "Surplus" on one level of scale and in one sector will leave unimpeded

"Shortage" on another level of scale and in another sector or social category.

10 million inhabitants
For a diminishing and greying population there are great technical-economic problems
regarding protection of the coast, management of water and nature, urban provisions,
employment pOlicies and provi ions for old age. If we want to prevent pensioned-off
people from moving to the quiet eastern part of the country (retirement migration), the
ROlldsrod from 10 ing its International economic significance, agriculture and urbaniza
tion from not having sufficient capacity for infrastructural projects (the economic
"Shortage" variant), we must suppose that a surplus will result from the introduction of
telematic , automation and robots In every sector of consumption, traffic and produc
tion, which all replace man.

In the "Surplus" variant (Fig. 6b) a highly automated agrarian surface of 20,000 km2

will have a task that is mainly devoted to export. From the point of view of productivity
it would be appropriate to have a complete separation of agranan use of the soil and na
ture, and a very concentrated and automated export-oriented agriculture with its own
management of water and energy supply (sec also Forester, 1988). However, if interna
tional developments reqUIre energetic self-supporting, half of this has to be reserved for
a more direct production of energy. If solar and/or fu ion energy are going to replace
fossil fuels as from 2050, large-scale electrified self- upporting in the field of energy
will be possible, although it may be advantageous to import solar energy from the Saha
ra 23 The urban population will concentrate in the West, unless there is decentralization
caused by motlvations from cultural developments. In residential areas the quarters for
families with children are demolished and people retire to smaller, but comfortable
apartments equipped for automatic home appliances and for leisure time (Kroner, 1989).
Thi provides new possibilities for urban facilities such as computerization, "cared-for
travelling" and a public life directed at (international) culture.

In the "Shortage" variant (Fig. 6a) large urfaces of the lower Netherlands are left to
nature or even to the sea in the case of absence of a solar energy infrastructure, of ag
rarian export possibilities or of a con iderable meat production. In such a case there is
the threat of degradation if there is no careful decreasing management of the old, eutro
phicated farnllands. The international significance as "wetland" is increasing. An im
portant part of the population of the ROlldsrod will move to the high grounds where, out
of the 12,800 km2 of agricultural surface 2800 km2 will become nature.

In both cases the urban area will be reduced from 2500 km2 to 1700 km2 In the for
mer case this will partly be done at the expense of the lower grounds (300 km 2 in the
ROlldsrad to be converted into parks: 500 km2 on the higher grounds): in the laller case it
will be entirely at the expense of the higher grounds (800 km2

).

20 miLLion inhabitants
There are sufficient people to pay for the pen ion of the ageing autochthonous popula
tion. As there is not so much emphasis on productivity, there is more room for a (labour
intensive) mixture of agriculture and nature, wildlife and urban area, horticulture and
urban area. In addition there is a larger basis for large-scale infrastructural projects that
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Fig.6a. 10 mln inhabitants "Shortage".
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Fig. 6b. 10 mln inhabitants "Surplus".
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are pal1ly underground (communications. tores, points of distribution for energy. water,
raw matenals, products and information as well as their protection) than in the case of
10 million inhabitants. The communication to be realized consist of road. railways,
waterways. cables and lines. information networks and ecological infrastructure. With
regard to public transport and an ecological infrastructure24 Fig. 7 may be con idered.
Van Witsen (1991) assumes distances between stops of 150. 50 and 15 km. Figure 7a
shows models of systems with radii of 150,45 and 15 km.

Figure 7b hows a concentration of the surface area for new natural regions, rich in
gradients, in the vicinity of the transition from high to low. In the middle of the country
the emphasis is on nora, so that here a mixture of relatively small isolated entities of
natural surface areas with other functions is possible. In the periphery the emphasis is on
larger entities in which there i also room for fauna. In the low region the waters in the
provinces of Zeeland and Friesland are connected with each other, whereas in the ele
vated region a considerable surface area of new water is located in dehydrated centre.
This contrast may give rise to new gradients.

In the case of the economic "Shol1age" variant the infrastructure will not be realized
In time, as it is with the "Surplus" variant. In the formcr case the internal market will
d,slOtcgrate into numerous duplications and deficiencies in the supply that is othcrwise
of low quality,25 whereas in the lalter case there will be well-geared specialization and
confidcnce in the market on the side of demand and, consequently also on the side of
supply.

The population figure provides the possibility of a supply of labour that i differen
tiated in such a way that also in sectors other than agrarian ones economic self-suppor
ting is possible. First of all this depends on autonomy with regard to energy and raw
materials. If recycling is the basic principle of production, the supply of raw materials
will not necessitate importation eithcr.

30 million inhabitants
1n the case of 30 million inhabitants self-suppol1ing is an illusion, so that regIOnal spe
cialization in labour and capital will be inevitable. On the other hand. the extremely
multicullural market is a global testing ground for new products. There is also a ba is for
a further and sophisticated infrastructure on a very large scale, pal1iculariy 10 the field of
public transport and IOformation. In the absence of international environmental legisla
tion for production the "Shortage" variant has the risk of unemployment coupled with
the additional effects of social disintegration, an economic split of the densely crowded,
dynamic and complex society into wlOner and loser. There is a breeding ground for ru
mours. hatred of foreigners, criminalily and social sabotage.

The "Surplus" variant is a well-informed specialized society after the model of the
Westland (world market prices for some products originate at its auctions) (de Jong et
al .. 1987).

The cultural variation in usages of space between tradition and chance
«and»
Riesman (1950) distinguishes three value onentations 10 historical order: tradition-di
rected, lOner-directed and other-directed. He claims that the lalter type, broadly speak
Ing, dominates the fashionable, contemporary (American) society. Michelson (1970)
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makes a similar distinction into three life styles ba ed on role emphasis: familism, ca
reeri m and consumership. He recognizes these orientations among other things in ad
verti ements for private property. In the NNAO scenarios (van Engelsdorp Gastelaars,
1987) a link is made between these life style and the Chnstian-democratic, liberal and
socialist traditions, which Frieling (1987) interrelates with the ideals of the French rev
olution: fraternity, liberty and equality. In order to have a further definition of the space
programme we make a link between these value orientations and the choice for concen
tration or decentrahzation of the urban area on three levels.

The orientation tradition, family and fraternity can be recognized in a "conventional
programme" advocating:

decentrahzatlOn at national level (radius about 100 km) for the sake of maintain
ing traditional regions:
concentration at regional level (radiu about 30 km) to maintain traditional cen
tres:
decentrahzatlon at local level (radIUs about 10 km) In order to maintain small,
caring socIeties In which the famIly is the cornerstone.

The individualistic ideology oriented towards career and "liberty" can be recognized in
the liberal principles of:

concentration at natIOnal level for the ake of the competitiveness of the Rand
srad:

decentralization at regional level because of free settlement to live and to work,
if so desired, in the form of suburbs.

The ocial notion oriented towards collective needs and "equality" can be recognized in
the socialist principle of'

concentration at local level (compact city) for the sake of the basis of provision
and public transport.

However different the latter two variants may be socially, their spatial conse~uences can
be combined. By putting them together as a "chance-oriented programme", 6, this pro
gramme form a spatially relevant counterpart of the former "tradition-oriented" cultural
idealized type. In this way two fundamentally different spatial programmes may be dis
tinguished (fable 3).

In each of the previous pictures we assumed concentration at each level in the West
of the country (CCC), from which the tradition-oriented variant (DCD) deviates most. In

Table 3. Spatial programmes.

LeveVradius

National 100 km
Regional 30 km
Local 10 km

C: Concentration of urban area
0: Decentralization of urban area

< Tradition

o
C
o

Chance>

C
o
C
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Fig. 8a the new urban area is spread across the regions (D) and wilhin lhose regions il is
concenlraled around the exisling cenlral areas (C). As a result each of lhese concenlra-

Inland water 0 New
Nature/forest/recreation
Agrarian area 0 100 1an2
Industry and traffic
Urban area

Fig. 8a. 20 mil/lOn inhabitants < DCD.

o
•

I

lOO1an2~

New

".. '

Inland water 0
:::': Nature/forest/recreation

Agrarian area 0
Industry and traffic
Urban area

•

•

Fig. 8b. 20 million inhabitants> CDC.
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tions has at least one million inhabitants, who now have a considerable level of provi
sions, whereas in their own region they will not 10 e contact with nature and agriculture,
which enable them to maintain their feeling for regional responsibility.

In accordance with the chance-oriented programme Fig. 8b shows the new urban area
to be mainly concentrated around Amsterdam, flowing out to the provinces of North
Holland, Flevoland, Utrecht and the city of The Hague (CDC). The industrial area, of
fering few job and by now extensively automated, is concentrated in Rotterdam. Its pe
trochemical industry has been replaced by agricultural chemistry. The Ruhr area is no
longer the most important hinterland, and con equently Rotterdam has nOt expanded any
further. The Dutch metropolis around Amsterdam is orientating at Europe through high
speed railway line and at the world through Schiphol airport. In this picture the periph
eral urban areas are only outposts and the peripheral rural sectors lying in between are
sanctuaries.

The "Shortage" and "Surplus" variants can again be distinguished in the extent to
which provisions and infrastructure are realized. The conventional programme tends to
wards a proportional, regional distribution of accessibility. In Fig. 9a the high-speed
railway network ha been extended to a loop line with side tracks to the north, east and
south. A a result of the national concentration the "chance-oriented programme" (Fig.
9b) provides a broader basis for large-scale national provisions and infrastructure. The
unequal distribution of accessibility make it possible to have large-scale peripheral
sanctuanes.

The "Shortage" variants are characterized by failing concentration around missing
communications: the "grey economy" will look for and find cheap space for living and
establishment in the country where self-supporting is imaginable on the level of the
local societies. On the other hand, the "conventional programme" can withstand thi bet-

I Industry and traffic
Urban area

o New
o 100 km2

Fig. 90. 20 milLioll + < DCD.

•,

•

•

,

•
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Pig. 9b. 20 milllOlI + > CD

ter than the "chance-onented" programme. [I' we eonSlder the variants of the 30 million
inhahltants in this rcrsrcctivc, they provide a hroader basis in both case. for advanced
commUnications and urban concentration on the regional or the nallonal level, re pee
tl\ely. [11th" case shortage "Jillead to a lot of pressure on wildlife areas." urplus" rcr
milllllg room tllr capital-intenSIve concentration

A further ,"Itural elahoratlon of the "chance-oncnted" value onentallons based on
"inner-" and "other"-directed ones may he shaped III a managenal sense In the first
orientatIon the indl\ idual's autonomous chances are the malll thing: in the second orien
tation those of the collectl\ It) are. Bet"een these two. or comprising them, are the hete
ronomous values 01 the relatl\es.

Politico-governmental variation between governing and managing
The change of government that after one, two or three periods of office brings about a
more sOCIal or a more hberal character of [lOhtics has a hmlled spatIal elTect because of
the depreCIation period of the buJit-up environment (about 50 years). The soelal effeCt is
that \\lIh th" periodIcity there \\111 be more governlllg (governmentlnltlallve) than man
aging (Ia"se/ falre). resrcctlVely. However, If tbe governlllg phase COInCIdes wllh a
penod 01 economic expansIOn. large-scale infrastructural projects can be reall/ed [n the
long tenn these projects are of great importance as spallally concentratlllg forees for
urban areas and IIIdustry. so that nature and the environment can he spared pernlanently.
In thi \\ay tbe l\Clal democratIc Ideal of the "compact to\\n" may change the DCD
mod I In the directIOn of DCC In these circumstances the managing phase "ill lead to
m re "SpOil ,b,/m of the IIIdl\,dualln locally 'mpro\lng the quahty of "hat eXISts, the
allentl n paId to nature and environment beIng left to pnvate enterpnse more frequently.
le ndcr lav()urahlc economIc cond,t,ons the hhcral pnnclple of freely chOOSIng one's
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Fig. 10. Coherence o/long- and short-term variations (arbitrary and tentatil'e).

National decentralization, regional concentration
In the case of an indicative spatial image of a sustainable society, and on the basis of the
foregoing, we take a a tarting point tradition-oriented decentralization on a national
level (within a radius of 100 km) and concentration on a regional level (within a raJius
of 30 km). The e peripheral regions, reinforced by urbanization, will then be more in
line with the regions Am terdam and Rotterdam and orientate especially toward Eu
rope. Because of the density of their populations (despite a possible sprawl on a local

r------- ------------..TechnOIOgy

20.3 A design

place to live and to settle while maintaining a strong control on the Randstad could
change the DCD model into the direction of CDD.

In Fig. 10 the interaction between technical, economic, cultural and governmental
variations in time is tentatively shown, staning from the arbitrary supposition that thi
time will take a period of 120, 60, 30 and 15 years, respectively. A change from govern
ing to managing or the other way round will then take place every 7.5 years. In this fig
ure the administration oscillates between governing and managing (7.5 years); culture in
longer phases of a generation between tradition- and chance-oriented (15 years); the
economy between rich in initiative and consolidating (30 years); and technology be
tween innovation and implementation (60 years) (Simmie, 1986). Each time has it own
unique system of phases determining the administrative agenda. Moreover, this system
differs for each territory, for regions may differ in the phase they are in technically,
economically, culturally and, consequently, administratively. The national spatial dif
ferentiation is mainly determined in that the large-scale infrastructure bears the stamp of
the period in which economic expansion coincided with chance-oriented governing ad
ministration. Taking into account the depreciation period of spatial investments (say 50
years) and the time lag of spatial inenia, the conventional programme has the most per
manent effect in all other periods.

On this basic theme all preceding variations may again be worked out into variants in
order to check the solidity of this concept under different conditions.



level, Invisible in the rough resolution of the drawings) the following urban regions form
the basis for an advanced ring railway and a city belt (see Fig. 11).

[I] Amsterdam (culture and services in the wetlands between the dunes and the
sandy, wooded area of Het Gooi);
[2] ROllerdamfThe HaguelDordrecht (administration, greenhou e horticulture
and labour-extensive industry between the dunes and the aquatic woods of the
Biesbosch);
[3] EindhovenfTilburgNenlo (labour-intensive indu try in the tree-bordered
landscape of Brabant);
[4] ArnhemlNijmegen (where the Protestant north meets the Catholic outh at the
fork of the large rivers); and
[5] Zwolle (the centre of the old Hansa towns).

Within these regions four essential natural Dutch landscape (wooded and sandy areas
of the elevated Veluwe [V); the River district [R], rich in clay. with its nowing rivers;
the cut peat bog Lowland [L] with cattle and villages with ribbon development, as well
as the new Polder [P] reclaimed from the ea) form an enlarged green heart. The aim is
to achieve the largest possible variety on a small urface area by combining natural en
tities of a minimum size of I km2 with forestry. (organic) agriculture and recreation.

Outside the city belt the objective is larger entitie of natural area; within a radius of
30 km around the large regional centres entities having a minimum size of 10 km2

; out
side this radIUS entities with a minimum size of 100 km2 The large t entities lie in quiet
rural regions. In the lowlands these are: Zeeland [Z], criss-crossed with wide stretches of
water; Noord-Holland [N] with its old town and polder; FrieslandlGroningen [F] with
their stately farms, boats and waters; the Wadden [W] with its i lands in the low
country; Drente [D] with its "esdorpen" (villages surrounded by fields); Twente/Graaf
schap [T) with its trees and fields; Limburg [L] with its gravel pits along the Meu e.
These areas comprise the following peripheral urban concentrations: Groningen-Assen
DelfziJI [6) along the "Scanlink", orientated towards Scandinavia, North and East Ger
many and the former Eastern bloc; Maastricht-Aken-Luik [7) related to South Germany;
the Twente Euro-region [8), and the Schelde Euro-region [9]. Within the city belt
Utrecht [10] forms a regional urban centre e10sely interwoven with natural values.

In this design the Netherlands IS decentralized into ten urban and ten rural regions.
Each urban region has a concentrated centre with at least one mi lIion inhabitants and is
Situated in an "ommeland" (environment) that has a typically Dutch and highly varied
landscape.

The five regions along the ring railway are situated in an "ommeland" that will be de
veloped within the ring. with the emphasis on a mix of nature, agriculture. recreation
and urban areas; outside the ring the empha is is on segregation. A a result each region
v.ill show differentiation in experience with and responsibility for its land cape. while
the surroundings will provide environmental bases for urban differentiation of the city
It elf. Industrial activitIes are kept outside the ring, and inside the nng the emphasIs IS
on services and small-scale Indu trial activities. Economy-related connections such as
roads, waterways, railways, networks for telephone as well as mains for gas, electricity
and water, and telecommunication infrastructure Will be concentrated on the ring as
much as possible. while an ecological and recreational infra tructure connects the Inner
area - a 'aried and ecologIcal laboratory - with the more homogeneous outer area
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Fig. J I. A design (see textforexplanation).

The most important ecological and recreational axis is the "water" line, connecting Zee
land via the lake districts of Zuid-Holland and Utrecht as well as the IJsselmeer with the
Frisian lake district. The axis passes the ring ea t of Amsterdam and ROllerdam via large
ecological and infrastruclUral projects. As a result these cities will also have an eastern
"soft" dockland for pleasure cruising around the "water gateway" through which the
axis vi ibly crosses the ring. This axis will turn the Netherlands into a country for water
sports just as Switzerland is for winter sports.

The solidity of the design
How solid is the design against the background of all possible administrative, cultural,
technical and ecological developments outlined here and how does iI, in its turn, affect
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these developments? We cannot answer these questions within the framework of this
tudy, but we can consider them in their relationship and consequently make them ex

plicit.
Can the design cope with a considerably maller or larger population than the 20 mil

lion inhabitants on which it is based? In the ca e of a considerably smaller population
only a few regional concentrations will rise above one million inhabitants, so that the in
tended basis for the ring-shaped infrastructure will be missing. The connection between
Zwolle and ArnhemlNijmegen will be the first to be put under strain, so there will be
time till about 2020 to select a more classical Randsrad concept, or even a more extreme
chance-oriented concept for concentration around one of the large cities. In the case of a
considerably larger population the design will be much more appropriate than the
chance-oriented variant. A completely built-up area will arise along the ring-shaped
structure, which, from an ecological viewpoint, will probably be more satisfactory (Mat
ton, 1992) than an urban carpet in the we t. A knot spatially unravelled into a broad bor
der will not only result in fewer and more logical spatial relations, but also in fewer
interfering artificial works of infra tructure, less congestion and hindrance, and in a
more differentiated environment where the remaining relations may be exploited more
efficiently.

Can the design be used in the ca e of economic shortage? If a large-scale infrastruc
ture cannot be realized, national spread of unemployment may still be preferred to a plu
rality of problems at one point.

Can the design be used for a culture that is exclusively orientated towards the chances
for the individual or for certain collectivities? This is highly doubtful, for it is the most
important driving force behind the worldwide tendency towards metropolitan concentra
tions.

Can the design cope with centralist or decentralist, and with more control-oriented or
management-oriented tendencies in administrative development? Suppose these tenden
cies occur during change in administrative culture that take longer than was assumed
above. Even then it will be difficult to catch up on the period of depreciation of spatial
order.

Effects of the design

Political-administrative effects
Against the "urban carpet" of the national concentration alternative the design is not a
spatial condition but as "round table" a clear image of administration decentralization.
From the point of VIew of nature and environment this is a large step towards the much
de ired regional integration of ecological responsibility and recovery of the crumbling
national and political involvement in a regional context. Paradoxically, however, in the
medium long term this will mean an enormous and improbable infrastructural effort on a
central level to guarantee and channel mutual coherence as well as coherence with the
rest of the world. Its effect on the regional political agenda may be a prolonged shift of
economic items to more ecological ones. In the long term administrative energy will be
spent on characteri tic identity and differentiating complementarity rather than on sense
less mutual competition. In the lalter case there will certainly be losers; not in the for
mer.
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Admlnl,trallve reglOnallzation fits m \\uh the pllture of European admm"tratlVe m
tegratlon wIth an ultImately controlling and reduced natIOnal government a' a general
service' depanment between the more managing bodIes of regIOnal and contmental ad
mInIstratIon

elllwral effecrs
Although the desIgn gIVes renewed Impetus to tradItIonal regionalldenllty as agam'tthe
metropolItan-cultural ambItions of natIonal concentratIon. good pponunlties for md,
VIdual or collectIVe ambitIons WIll nevertheles arise through regional concentration m
large urban enlllles. The large. advanced infrastructure makes spallal proxImIty ales
stringent condItion for the development of a dynamic typically Dutch culture. in \\hich
sub equently a spallally clearly IdentIfiable cultural specIalization IS pos. ible

If excessive consumption is the result of existential dissatisfaction with allenatmg and
iSOlating metropolItan life. reglOnalllation will offer new possIbIlitIes to reduce con
sumptIve actIvities This will require a region varied both m culture and m nature.

Economic effecrs
Whether m the medIUm long term the Dutch economy is capable of makmg such a large
infrastructural effon proposed m thIS deSIgn largely depends on the questIon If the con
sensus reqUIred (now Improbable from the pomt of view of the big cities) can be
reached Obviously the answer depends to a large extent on the economic effect of the
suggested decentralization on a natIOnal level. now generally evaluated negatively be
cause such a large-scale compensallng mfrastructure IS not considered probable Espe
cially for footloose companies. however. the choice of the place of bus mess on the
contment " no longer mamly dependent on the state of connectIons and other SOCIO
economIc structures of a region. but also mcrea'mgly depends on the spallal quality of
the residentIal areas for employees. The deSIgn is closer to the Ideal of a frontdoor m the
ha/"ers/mar m Am,terdam and a backdoor on the Velu\\e m the eastern pan of the
country than the concentratIon alternatIVe.

Technical effecrs
On a regIOnal level the deSIgn provIdes possibilitIes of a large degree of self-supponmg
and at the same time freedom for national. European or global specialization. depending
on the quality of the connections intended Self-supponmg means a regional. broad.
technological spectrum \\lth a small degree of capltal-mtensive mnovatlon development
of local techniques i, based on Impro\ement, of \\hat already exists. pecialization
means makmg a better product than others and. consequently, requite, capital-intensIVe
local innovation in order to remam ahead of the \\orld. the \\"~.<rland formmg a clear
e\ample. There IS some reason to a....ume that m penpheral. somewhat Idenllflably spe·
cialized regions. mnovations spread fa'ter than in metropolitan regions where a plurality
of innovatIve attempts usually meet' \\lth more \Ceptlclsm (Drewe. 1988). Established
economIc mtere,ts m metropolitan regions may be a drag on the mnovati\ e climate in
the ,ame \\ay as the rigId and un\Vleldy ,tructure of large companies is a drag on theIt

tle"bl1lty a, compared \\ ith that of ,mall and medIum-sized bu,messcs. The combma
tion of dIfferent kinds of large-scale mfra tructure a, presented in the design naturally
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raises numerous questions of transport technology which will not be dealt with in the
scope of this study.

Ecological effects
The final and most relevant question within the framework of this study is, of course,
whether the suggested spatial picture offers a good representation of a su tainable envi
ronment in the long term. We think it important to state, first of all, that the spatial order
of an administrative/cullUral/economic/technological complex does not cause good or
bad, su tainable or nonsustainable ecosystems, but merely offers more or fewer condi
tions.

National decentralization as worked out in the design and compared with national
concentration, provides favourable conditions for sustainable administrative develop
ments (e.g. ecological standards specific to a region), for cultural developments (e.g. in
volvement in the ecosystem where one lives), for economic developments (with
possibilities of high-quality residential environment, self-supporting and ecologically
justified, channelled specialization), as well as for technical developments (local innova
tion). The variety brought about by this decentralization reduces the overall ecological
risk in all these sectors. National decentralization, however, also leads to the spread of
potentially harmful effects, depletion and pollution, and to decreased possibilities of
control. Regional concentration as worked out in the design compensate this effect.
However, the ba i of this design i formed by potentially large administrative, cultural,
economic and technical \'arieties in the ways of habitation, brought about by decentral
ization. As a result an ecological variety in biolOpes may evolve, offering identity to
each region and, within the region, to each individual.

Identity is a condition for responsibility. Only an individual who knows that he is
placed in a recognizable variety understands his position in this world and can feel re
sponsible for a sustainable future.

20.4 Summary and conclusions

The Netherlands is far from full. If in the next century considerable streams of environ
mental refugees will have to be housed, a growth to 20 million inhabitants of the exist
ing urban density can be fully realized within the circle of the Randstad, in which case
present technology will even permit agrarian self-supporting within the surface area of
the Netherlands. This doe not mean that in view of the effects this would be desirable
or probable. In the case of 10 million inhabitants and an economically fea ible technol
ogy capable of collecting sunshine with a yield of 5% even energetic elf-supporting
will be possible. In the case of 30 million inhabitants energetic or agrarian self-suppor
ting is no longer conceivable, but with the present urban density housing within the
Randstad still remains pos ible. The Green Heart will then be lost, however, which
might turn out to be an irreparable deficiency for a sustainable society in a remote fu
ture.

Although concentration of urban areas is desirable from the point of view of practi
cally every environmental aspect, the question remains whether this goes for every level
of cale. The environmental advantages of concentration are demonstrable on the level
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of a neIghbourhood (radiUS 300 m). a city (3 km) and a region (~O km). However. If onc
al 0 considers SOCIal and cultural aspects. uch as permanent rcspon ibllity for environ
ment, nature and landscape. It may be deSIrable to sce to it that nature and landscape WIll
remain recognizable withm areas 01 habitatIon and the politIcal sphere of influence of
those areas. This would be another argument for decentralization on a national level
Within the framework 01 this study a deSIgn has been made that, In the case of a consid
erable Increase of population through Immigration. dl\ides the Ralldsrad Into ten rc
glOns. wlthm "hlch the urban area Will be concentrated. These regIons have dn average
of over one million Inhabitants. Each urban area IS surrounded by its o"n recogntzable
and vaned landscape. The urban areas are mutually connected via an advanced hIgh
speed ring railway line ThIS deSIgn seems to be an altemaltve to today's aim for na
tional concentration. providmg the possibility to have a society that IS sustamable for
several reasons.

Note

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

Wet op de RUlmteliJke Ordenmg (Act on nvironmental Planning). art. 2 en 52.
Beslult op de RUlmteliJke Ordenmg art. 30.
H van der Cammen (ed.), leuw ederland. onderwerp van ontwerp (The ew

etherlands, a deSIgn). boek I. Achtergronden (Backgrounds) en boek 2. Beeldver
halen. Sltchtmg Nederland u Als Ontwerp. taatsuitgeveriJ 's-Gravenhage 1987
The "additional" but unpublished scenarios written m 1986 and 1987 for NAO
deal with the followmg subjects: Agriculture (Mentink), Nature (Gelderblom and
Stortcnbeker). IVater (Bulten, Kop and de Lange). Eller~v (Boswinkcl. ESC). Traf
fic (de Rooy). Ellnrollmellt (Clarenburg).
The various modaliltes mentIOned here roughly fit in with the claSSIcal phtlosophi
cal modalitles and those of modal logic Here. however, they are further determined
in a Venndiagram, resultmg m a more practice-oriented shIft m thelt definition.
WIthin the framework of mvestlgaltons mto the future thIS dlstlnClton comes up
again and agam in a more or less hidden foml. for instance m P. Hall, 1977, urope
2000, Duckworth. London; and m Beleldgenchte Toekomstverkenntng van de
WRR (Policy-oriented investigation into the future by WRR), mentioned before.
At a meeting m Delft m November 1992. however, the majonty of research wor
kers expressed their preference for the decentralizatIon of the urban area on a na
tIOnal level and called for auentlon to poSSIbly Increasmg ImmIgration
For e\ample, vanous types of energy may be dlStmgulshed: the use of passive solar
energy means a very local cham, the use of electricity from coal-fired power ta
ltons means a conltnental cham m the Netherlands.
ProductIOn. selection. transformation, assembling and consumption arc all concen
trated or spread m space In a dIfferent way They find thelt optImal progress of pro
cess on a dIfferent scale. Taken together these phases form the "technologlcal
10glSltcal course" of the chaIn to be ploued agaInst the optimum spatial scale.

, ,
The 5000 kglha year of Brundtland correspond to 0.16 W/m·,
In the case of 300 W per person the calculation probably mcludes many economIc
and cultural reductions (meat consumptIon). .T. de Wit once made a much more
optImIStIC estImate of 126 billion people, applymg dIsputable SUppoSitIons such as
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150 W/person and optimum irrigation all over the world. However, even in the
Netherland water is the most important factor that is physically limiting agricultu
ral production, let alone in drier regions.

10. Surface areas for the cultivation of concentrates (rich in proteins) for 80 million
chickens, 16 million pigs and 8 million head of callle.

11. The comparable illegal immigration from Mexico to the US already shows charac
teristics of environmental flight.

12. This offer perspectives for fish-farming or recreation based on treating agricultural
waste.

13. The amount of water needed for agriculture and nature-based culture is now already
approximately 3 times the quantity required for drinking-water consumption (T. de
Jong. 1992. Technische ecologie, deelland (Technical ecology: land).

14. In the 1960's this "value of the Randsrad" was once calculated within the frame
work of State Expenditure and at that time it was already higher beyond compare
than any conceivable price of coa tal protection.

15. Footloose agriculture, too, (especially greenhouse honiculture) in the we tern pans,
where water is becoming brackish, requires water supplies (with a lower chloride
content than is necessary for people and animals!) and, will therefore be inclined to
move along the river together with the salt limit to other European markets despite
coastal climatIC advantages.

16. The agriculture energetic yield i et at 0.8% (0.8 W/m2 in this ca e), but it has by
no means reached this point in the etherlands. This yield is, for example, propor
tional to the on-site quantity of irrigation water available for plants. In the Nether
lands, too, the agricultural yield could be doubled if the amount of water needed for
agricultural purposes could be increased by 50%. However, such an increase in pro
ductivity per m2 is still more expensive in the current economic situation than an
extra square metre.

17. a) The edible pan; b) the part that can be old in the future, also in view of the need
for meat after deduction of production energy; c) the pan of the national agrarian
surface actually available for production.

18. This figure i highly relative; if a change of 10% is made in the factors of reduction
assumed, this will result in a difference of 6 million inhabitants!

19. For example, for the sake of an environmental technology enabling the recycling of
all waste materials; in uch a case it would no longer be necessary to impon any
raw materials.

20. If 50% of thc urban area including areas for recreation, business and traffic (200 m2

per inhabitant) could be covered with solar cells on roofs and roads giving a return
of 5%, the result would be approximately 10· 100 W per inhabitant (10 times the
physiological capacity). This would cover 10 "energy slaves" of the 60 currently in
use. The remaining 5000 W require an additional 1000 m2 completely covered with
solar cells for an output of 5 W/m 2

21. Also because of the disappearance of the petrochemical industry.
22. In his main subject Mallon (1992) states that urban concentration on regional, urban

and neighbourhood levels scores favourably on environmental factors such as en
ergy and water consumption, living environment, green areas, traffic and waste.

23. Loss through transpon can be olved technologically, for instance by means of high
voltage, super conduction or electrolytic storage in hydrogen.
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24. Mini terie van Landbouw, atuurbeheer en YisseriJ. 1990, atuurbeleidsplan
( atural Environmental Policy Plan), regenngsbesli sing (government decision),
Tweede kamer Staten Generaal, Den Haag.

25. Such a scenario was once outlined by Alfred Dernison, 19 6, Long-term perspec
tives for human selllements, FWlJres, February.

26. The difference bctween the two becomes clear when one wonders whose chance
one ha in mind: that of the individual (liberal) or the chance of a colleclivlty. This
difference shows up in the follOWing section.
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Reflection

1. Relevance

One of the most obvious aspects of the environmental problems is the relation to space:
someone once said that "environmental degradation i becau e of matler being in the
wrong place". If one travels through Europe large differences can be seen: densely
populated areas obviously are the most polluted as they atlract not only people but also
all the activities associated with modem life. So environmental planning activities often
are closely associated to spatial planning efforts. In the Brundtland report one does not
find a eparate reference to the burden of spatIal planning, except for a special section
on "the urban challenge". The world' economic system, the report claims, i Increa
ingly an urban one with overlapping networks of communications production and trade.
What the Brundtland commission considers the "urban revolution" might be writlen
mainly for the situation in the Third World, but is in many ways what the Dutch have
been living through in the last 50 years. Holland, originally an agricultural country,
grew In two generations into one man-made network of cities and industries with hardly
any onginal nature in between. Ever since the Second World War the Dutch, living In
the most densely populated country in Europe, have built up a considerable track record
in spatial planning. The government agency responsible for most of the work in that
field is also directly linked to the ame ministry where environmental policy is de
veloped. The Dutch situation is also special ince the relative small space i used for
economic activities that have a con iderable environmental burden uch as chemical in
dustry, concentrated agriculture and a large transportation sector, including several main
ports. One should also realize that the Dutch live in a vulnerable delta, so careful plan
ning of all the e activities is essential, both from the standpoint of nature con ervation
and of ecological load. When CLTM was considering this report, it immediately real
ized that some of the studies should be linked to the spatial dimension, but we also real
ized that the Dutch spatial situation has con iderable peculiarities because of the issues
mentioned above. We decided to challenge a group of independent expert that earlier
developed several spatial scenarios for 2050 to use their imagination again on the issues
of a su tainable society for the 21 st century. We especially hoped that they could inte
grate some of the other studies writlen for this report into their spatial analysis.

2. Comments

CLTM thinks thl chapter shows a remarkable ingenuity and is of great interest to our
work. In many ways the authors have succeeded in giving a fa cinating insight in differ
ent "po sib le futures" for this small country. The authors have lived up to their reputa
tion as spatial "designers" and have made an interesting use of the earlier work of both
themselves and CLTM's earlier report. They have also tried to include as much as
possible the work of some of the other studie done for this report. They have also suc
ceeded in explaining their "design method" to other authors and have given a lucid de-
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scription of their approach in this chapter. The results of their work are equally interes
ting: contrary to common belief they conclude that this small country is far from full: 20
million Inhabitants (from the present 15 million) is quite feasible and even 30 million.
although it may lead to certain problems, mIght become acceptable under certain cir
cumstances, From thclr analysis It IS quite obviou that the authors use SCIentific ap
proaches that some people consider technocratic. There are very few qualitative
considerations in theIr "three spatial programmes", which feature 10,20 or 30 million
inhabitants respectively. In the typIcal way of deSigners they even translate value onen
tation InIO quantitatIve parameters, but we must admit the results are interellng. What
it does i structure preferences of socIal sCIentists Into attractively manageable inputs for
their "design tool kJt" The end result is equally striking: dIfferent deSIgns for our spallal
future whIch can easily be used for ,hscus ions on the semitivlty of our own plaUSIbIlity.
This work clearly shows that Dutch planners have a long tradition in integrating causal
and conditional thinking into workable concepts - In many ways one could ay we have
realized in our own way the urban revolution that the Brundtland Commission refers to.

3. Sugge tions

In this chapter there arc no suggesllons for solutions In the common sense. but there are
some strikIng inputs for dIscussions on the Interaction between space and sustalnabllity.
It shows that the challenge of a sustainable society may bring the Dutch to seriously re
consider their present spallal poliCIes for national concentration and emphasis on some
main pons and growth centres. The alternative IS an Interesting mix of adaptation of so
ciety 10 ItS territory and accommodation, whIch means adaptation of territory to society.
According 10 the usual planmng cycle, the authors conclude. a new round of pro
grammed slOck-taklng, conceptualizatlOn and eflect forecasting should follow They
have given us an interesting argument for this new round, as they show that the Dutch
territory could develop ,nto a sustainable one even with a growing populallon, If we take
their deSign approach seriously. They have developed a design based on a decentraliza
tIOn on a natIonal level In10 10 regIOns with I million inhabitants In an urban area which
is surrounded by its own recognizable and varied landscape. CLTM I1nds these sugges
tions interesting and would like to have them Included into the pre ent planning, which
often is more geared toward the European d'mension (see the recent Scanning the Future
scenanos by Central Planning Bureau. 1992). CLTM therefore proposes that more work
10 be done In this l1eld, as the link between long-term spatial planning and the enVIron
mental/conservational consequences has been neglected recently In most debates on sus
tainability at all level (even GO·s). In line with some of the other chapters we sugge t
to have some policy exercIses on thIS ubJect With some of the planmng agencies using
the input of this chapter.
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